THE DAILY ROUND IN A NEWSPAPER OFFICE    ji
There they sit, then, the pushers whose task it is to
enable the advertisement director to supply clients with
satisfactory net sale certificates. Without these guaran-
tees of its being read in a vast number of households no
daily newspaper could hope to get advertising. They
were the invention of Lord Northcliffe at the period
when the Mail was far ahead of its rivals, and could
afford better than any of them to give the advertiser
exact figures, so that he might know what he was paying
for* Up to that time " circulation " was a vague term,
meaning usually the number of copies printed, which
was often far greater than the number sold* The new
method was opposed, but has now for many years been
insisted upon by advertisers.
There is, however, something else they want to know
—something that is not so easily learned as the net sale*
This is the nature of the circulation. Is a paper bought
mainly by the well-to-do, or by people who have little
to spend outside the narrow range of necessaries ? Does
it interest women, who arc the principal buyers of adver-
tised goods, as much as it interests men ? If there is too
much sport, advertisers are frightened off; they say the
keen followers of racing, football, or cricket are of no
use to them* Better err on the other side of over-
weighting the Woman's Section and the news likely to
appeal to women than go in excessively for sport—at any
rate, in papers that are bought by the mass.
This, then, is one of the problems pored over by the
men who occupy the advertisement offices—how to
persuade the agents who, for the most part, place the
orders of the largest advertisers that they have a really
" good " circulation to offer* The advertisers, of course,
do their best to find out for themselves whether it is
" good " enough. They " key " their insertions—that

